NOTES:
1. INSTALLATION TO BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS.
2. ENTRY BARRIER SHOWN WITH GATE ARM ON ATTACK SIDE.
3. CRASH RATING: 15,000LB (6,800KG) @ 30MPH [50KPH] M30 [K4]
4. REBAR REQUIRED: 241LB #5

3" DRAINS (OPTIONAL FRONT OR BACK OF BARRIER)

ATTACK SIDE (OUTSIDE)

SAFE SIDE (INSIDE)

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT ENTRY (IN FOUNDATION)

BUTTRESS GATE ARM (OPTIONAL)

WEDGE PLATE

BARRIER STATUS INDICATOR LIGHT (BOTH ENDS)

FRONT (ATTACK VIEW)

SIDE VIEW

FOUN DATION (4000 PSI MIN)

WEIGHT: 23,730.67
SCALE: 1:32

31 IN 8 FT M30 SHALLOW MOUNT FUTUREWEDGE BARRIER

SHS3108-4 LH ENTRY
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